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Property assessment is a fusion of science and art disciplines. In the specific
practice, appraiser has broad discretionary space. In all other conditions are consistent
with the premise assumed, appraiser's own experience and skills will lead to the
value of assessment different. In other words, individual subjectivity is one parameter
of affecting property assessment. The psychology is to explore the psychological life
of the individual activities and the psychological process,and concern the individual
inner spiritual world. Therefore, I think that psychology can be an impact on asset
valuation. A good appraiser, must be a good follower of psychology.
In this paper, assess the enterprise value as a platform to study the impact of
psychology in the business valuation,and the play mechanism, the results performance.
And on this basis to consider how to use psychological principles to improve the
efficiency of assessment.
This paper is divided into five chapters.
Chapter One: Preamble. General introduce the background of this research
project,and the content of this study, research significance.
Chapter Two: Introduce several basic concepts of psychology, describe the
relationship among psychology , economics and property assessment. Therefore, the
value of psychological assessment in the enterprise application, become a practical
significance.
Chapter Three: Analytical the effect of psychology in the business valuation. As
the interaction between the application of discipline, more importantly,this paper
services for the economics by subject knowledge of psychology, study the impact of
psychology in the business valuation,and discuss how to use the effective of such
impact to increase the efficiency of assessment.
Chapter Four:The application of psychology in three methods of business
valuation. Business valuation, in the final analysis is the use of assessment methods














methods in the practical application of practical significance.As the basic of detailed
assessment case, to assess the practice of psychology in the application.
Chapter Five: Brief summary of this article. As a associate appraiser give some
comments and suggestions for assessment. Propose the Inadequate and improvement
of this paper is the ending part of the article.
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《心理科学进展》杂志于 2003 年第 3 期上开辟了“纪念 Kahneman和 Smith获
得诺贝尔经济学奖”专栏，刊登了来自心理学、经济学、金融学、管理学领域，
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